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Project Summary

Since AET is a fairly new program at UT, it can be difficult for students to have a full understanding of the courses they are considering enrolling for.

Thus, our team created AET Guide, which is a one-stop website that helps students choose which AET classes to take based on their emphasis area.
Project Description

Our website includes offered AET courses and Instructor pages. Each course page includes a detailed description of the course, current and past syllabi, current and past instructors, student project examples, as well as student reviews.

Each student is able to upload their project and submit a review for a class that will be sent to our email and once it is approved it is manually inputted onto our website.
Documentation of Process:

Before creating our final, high-fidelity, design iteration for the website, we had originally created low fidelity wireframes for our design concept. We had two different concepts so we decided to user test both of them (A/B Testing) and determine the strengths of each design in order to implement it into our final design. The next slide shows some images of each design.

From the data, we finalized our design (slide 7 website link). The programmers and UT Blog were following after the finalized design.
Original Website Design (Web)

https://xd.adobe.com/view/f6e00da7-f510-45ce-6ef7-90e0b84e1352-80d1/

We also redesigned our website to give our programmers a better idea of how the site would look like on mobile. The following slides show these designs.
Original Coded Website

- HTML/CSS/Javascript
- Coded according to the XD designs
- Wanted to showcase coding skills as much as possible and present the idea of “functioning” website
- Responsive for mobile viewers
Original Coded Website

Website

Mobile
Working With UT

Although there were legal limitations when working with UT. The idea behind helping current and incoming AET students by providing deeper insights to consistent AET courses (description, professor, past syllabi) appealed to many faculties and students.

UT Blog

- Accessible to everyone, even without UT EID
- More flexible UT design guidelines
- Allows consistent updates for admins
UT Blog

http://sites.utexas.edu/aetcourseguide/
Future Application

Our UT Blog will continue to be used by UT Faculty including Chloe Gillmar who is the Administrative Associate in the School of Design and Creative Technologies.

Our UT Blog will be accessible to the public and to any student wishing to learn more about the courses AET offers.

Our team hopes that this website continues to serve as course guidelines/helper for current and future AET students.
Thank you

Any questions?